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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR STRAND, COTTAGE,  
COUNTRY CANOPIES 

 
 
 
*  Establish and mark on the wall, the centre line of door and desired height for the 
    bottom of the soffit. 
*  Mark the centre line on the soffit of the canopy. 
*  Ensure the mounting surface is plumb and smooth. 
*  Mark out and pre-drill 3 to 9 holes (dependent on size of canopy) with 6mm holes  
    along the back flange of the canopy.  
*  Offer canopy to wall, matching centre point of soffit to marked centre line on the  
    door reveal. Check the canopy is level using spirit level. 
*  With the canopy held in position, mark centre points of fixing holes on wall through 
    pre - drilled holes in the flange section of canopy. 
*  Remove canopy from wall. 
*  Drill 6mm diameter mounting holes in wall to required depth. 
*  Offer canopy to the wall, ensure centre lines match and place m8 wall bolts  or   
    6 x 80 hammer fixing in drilled holes and then tighten. 
*  Silicone mastic on flange of canopy to the wall.             
*  If leg brackets are to be fit, in the centre of each end of the flat section on the 
    bracket carefully mark and drill 6ml holes 
*  Offer the leg brackets to the desired position on each side of the canopy and mark   
    hole position on the wall and soffit through pre - drilled holes on the bracket. 
*  Remove the leg brackets and drill the marked positions on the wall only with 6ml  
    drill bit. 
*  Offer leg brackets to the wall and place plug and screw in drilled holes. 
*  Cover all visible screwheads with appropriate coloured screw caps. You can also 
    lead over the flange into the brickwork, completely optional. 
 
 
 
Your overdoor canopy is maintenance - free, however we recommend regular cleaning 
with soap and water to maintain its’s good looks for many years to come. 
 
 Care should be taken not to stand on the canopy as this may cause cracking or damage 
to the surface finish. 


